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1. Match the definitions to the correct expression. Write the letter.  Points __ / 8 

 

1. Back to the drawing board.  ________   a) A really good invention or innovation. A good idea or plan. 

2. A penny for your thoughts.  ________   b) Believe what someone says, without proof. 

3. Best thing since sliced bread.                ________                              c) Actions or communications that need more than one person. 

4. Best of both worlds.                         ________   d) When an attempt fails and it's time to start all over. 

5. At the drop of a hat.                         ________   e) A way of asking what someone is thinking. 

6. Give the benefit of the doubt           ________   f) Don’t put all your resources in one possibility. 

7. Don't put all your eggs in one basket. ________   g) When something only has advantages.  

8. It takes two to tango.                        ________   h)When you are prepared to do something immediately or without hesitation. 

                      

2. Put the statements into reported speech using a different verb for each one – as in the example.  Points __ / 10 

 
Example: I have invented a new laptop for children! 

She told me she had invented a new laptop for children. 

 
1. I was silly to do that.      I wish____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. He’s too old to get the job.     She said that______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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3. How long is it since I last saw you?   When____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. He`s as good at science as he is at history.   Not only__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Really, I give my word, I’ll do it tomorrow!   She promised_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6.“Michael, don’t forget to phone your partner.” said Julie. Julie told Michael not________________________________________________________________________________ 

7. I would prefer you to deliver the machine on Friday.  I would rather_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

8. I’m sure it was Tom who cleared everything up.   It must___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Let’s try it out in the garage!     He suggested_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. The TVcompany is making a film about the discovery. A film____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                      

 
3. Read the text then answer the questions.  Points __ / 12 

1.When you imagine inventors, you probably think of a genius in a laboratory inventing brilliant devices, experimenting and redesigning until some concept or contraption works perfectly. At that point, 

the new invention is unveiled to the world, a stunning piece of new technology that instantly changes everything. 

 

2. Many inventions are simple but really effective because they provide an answer to a problem or help us live better in some way or other. However, there are 

some inventions that make you wonder how useful they are and what kind of market they have – inventors also need to live and make money but if you look 

around a bit on the internet you'll find some that have questionable sales potential. Below are a couple of my favourites that fit into the category of 'I wonder if 

anyone will ever buy it!'  

Flying alarm clock: 

3. This alarm clock will be sure to wake even the heaviest of sleepers. The idea is simple; when the alarm goes off a part of the alarm will fly and land at 

some random location in your room. Only when the piece is placed back on the stationary alarm piece will the alarm stop. 

The flying piece takes to the air via rotating propeller blades which allow it to fly. The only way to silence the alarm is to physically find the propeller and 

position it back on the alarm, thus forcing you out of your bed. A strange concept, but one which might just prove helpful to those who find it difficult on those 

Monday mornings. 
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Barking dog home protection system: 

4. There is no better alarm system than a vicious dog barking ferociously at a burglar trying to get into your house, but the primary disadvantage with this protection method is that dogs make a mess! 

Now you can have the best of both worlds; a barking protection system which leaves no mess. This invention is called an Alarm Security Bar which adds instant protection to any home without the  

 

need for expensive installation and monitoring. The alarm noise is sounded (the barking dog) whenever the door knob is touched or the door is pushed, so the alarm is designed to be set off under the 

slightest of pressures. 

 

So, if you want to be an inventor start inventing! But remember to think about your market and who is going to spend money on buying it before you do!!! 

 

 

1. What does the writer think makes a good invention? Why? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What does an inventor need to think about, apart from creating a new invention? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. What do you need to do to turn off the alarm clock? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4.How could the alarm clock help you get out of bed? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. What are the advantages and disadvantages of having a guard dog? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. How does the protection alarm system work? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Find words or expressions in the text that mean:   

1. (Paragraph 1) shown to the public for the first time. ______________ 

2.(Paragraph 2) someone’s or something’s ability to be a success. ______________ 

3.(Paragraph 3): by chance rather than planned. _________________ 

4.(Paragraph 3) a device that makes something move, for example an airplane which has blades that spin at high speed. ____________________ 

5.(Paragraph 4) a round handle you turn to open a door. ____________________ 

6.(Paragraph 4) to cause a device to start. _____________  

 

4. Choose the correct word then complete the sentence.  Points __ / 10 

1. He is fond _____________his father, who is an inventor, and enjoys his company.    a)for  b)of  c)with 

 

2.Once she _____________her dinner, she sat down to do her homework.     a)had eaten b)has eaten c)has been eating  

 

3. These test tubes for the experiments are mine. Don’t mix them _____________with the others.   a)on  b)by  c)up  

 

4. My brother is obsessed with strange inventions. Sometimes it’s difficult putting up _____________him! a)on  b)with  c)by 

 

5. I am not going _____________this weekend.       a)somewhere b)everywhere c)anywhere 

 

6. I have to _____________my notes again before I show my invention to our teacher.   a)stand for  b)take after c)go over 

 

7. The new teacher spoke so softly _____________we had to ask her to speak louder.    a)and  b)that  c)what 

 

8. She shouted _____________loudly that everyone came running to see what was wrong.    a)such  b)so  c)that 

 

9. We had arranged to meet all our friends at the science exhibition but one of them didn’t _____________.  a)turn up  b)a turn in  c)turn away  

 

10. I’m not very good at history and I don’t like getting my hands dirty –  

I don’t think I’m _____________to be an archaeologist!         a)bring up  b)get by  c)cut out 
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5. Choose ONEoption. Write about 150-170 words.  Points __ / 10 

a) Think of two inventions you wouldn’t want to live without. Explain why they are important for you and how your life would be different without them. 

b) Write a short article for a local newspaper on how to motivate young people to be inventors.  
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